For William Morris fans, two new collections are on
order. Michelle Hill’s Arts & Crafts collection for In
the Beginning just arrived and Barbara Brackman’s
Best of Morris for Moda should be here in February.
Missouri Star Quilt Company is truly a phenomenon.
We have copies of all four of the BLOCK magazine
and lots of pre-cuts to make the projects in them.

Events
Anniversary Celebration & Sale
Eleven years
Friday, Saturday & Sunday
Dec. 5, 6 & 7
Open until 7pm Friday
Regular hours Saturday & Sunday
Come visit the shop Friday evening then head
downtown for the annual Merchants’ Open House

Kathy is leading a new group for anyone interested in
making projects from the magazines. It will be on the
fourth Wednesday of every month starting in
October and is only $5 per month. Come join her.
I’m still very impressed with the Hiroshima needles
and using them on a new wool applique project. It’s
the right time of year to play with wool again and a
box from Wooly Lady arrives every month with new
temptations. Of course most of our wool is bright,
just the thing for gray winter days.
Currently we have two books that show you how to
use panels. These books are full of ideas and help on
figuring yardage to transform them into very
attractive pieces.
Another recent addition is new Flower Fairy fabric
from Michael Miller. There are lots of blues and
yellows to play with this time
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It was wonderful to see so many of you this summer.
The Row by Row Experience brought many visitors
who had not been to the shop before. I hope you
come to see us again.
Next year’s Row by Row theme will be announced at
Quilt Market In October. I’ll be there and will let you
know all the details.

There are several new volunteers working with the
Hospice group. Welcome and thank you for coming.
Donations of fabric to help with the quilts they
donate to Hospice each month are always appreciated
and there is always room for more stitchers.
Hope to see you soon!
Karen
lellc100@gmail.com

We just received Kaye England fabric for any of you
attending her workshop at the Cal-Co Guild in Nov.
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Circle Quilt...Denise
Olson

Here is a new twist on a basic
circle pattern quilt. This quilt
as you go method is easy to
make into any size and is
reversible.
Watch for a date early next
year
$35 plus pattern

Classes
Beginning Quilting…Nancy
Our new beginning quilting class is
a 25”x25” wall hanging or table
topper that includes four patches
and half square triangles. You will
learn fabric selection, accurate
cutting and piecing a ¼” seam. The
number of blocks can be increased
if you prefer a larger quilt. Hand
quilting the block is included in class.
Tuesdays Jan. 27 Feb. 3, 10 & 24 from 12-3each day
$60

Roly Poly Santa…Jodie

This darling wall hanging can be
finished before Christmas!
Thursdays Oct. 9 & 23 from
12:30-4:30
$30 plus pattern & materials

Machine Quilting …Joyce

Here are the basics of machine quilting. You will learn how
to set up your machine, the needles, threads and notions to
use and free motion stitching. There is ample time for
hands on practice.
Friday Oct. 10 from 10-4
$40

Paper Piecing Niemeyer Style
We will teach the pattern of your choice during the regular
Judy Niemeyer workshop day.
Any second Monday of the month from 10-4
$40 for the first class

Hexagon Table
Topper…Jodie

Be sure to let us know ahead of time if you will be
starting your first Judy Niemeyer piece so we can
help with color selection ahead of time.
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Here is another opportunity to use
your 60° triangle ruler. Find a
pretty stripe and go.
Wednesday Oct, 29 from 12:30 –
4:30
$20 plus pattern
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Mondo Bag…Kathy

This bag holds everything you
need or think you may need.
It uses Quiltsmart panels so
your seams match with no
effort.
Thursdays Nov, 6 & 13
from 10-2
$30 plus materials

Monthly:
Woolies

Karen Penrod will be here from 10-? The first Monday of
every month to stitch on her wool projects. Everyone else
who loves wool, or thinks they might like to try it, is
welcome to join her. This is not a class but help, advice and
inspiration will be plentiful.
The first Monday of every month from 12-4

Memories Table
Runner…Jodie
Use this runner pattern for
photos or fussy cut for a
festive holiday table topper.
Tuesday Nov. 11 from 10-4
$30 plus pattern

Hexagon Mania
English Paper Piecing or the Insanity Quilt

This is once again becoming popular and several new books
have been released on new techniques. All English paper
piecers are welcome to come in and stitch for an hour or all
day. Some are making the Insanity Quilt (English paper
piecing with ½” hexagons) but this certainly isn’t a
requirement.
We have the necessary papers for the Lucy Boston Quilt,
Patchwork of the Crosses.
Every first Wednesday of every month from 10-4

Judy Niemeyer Workshop
Classes on Demand
If you are interested in a particular pattern or technique,
we will arrange a class for three or more people.
Joyce will do one on one applique classes for one student.
Call and schedule something today.
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Come in for help or encouragement on your Judy Niemeyer
paper piecing patterns. If you are new to Judy’s technique
please let us know ahead of time.
Every second Monday from 10-4
$5.00/month

Second Saturday...Pat
Also known as Home Sweet Home

Sew along with the Downton Abbey Block of the Month
project or bring whatever you would like to work on.
The second Saturday of every month from 10 – 4
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Zentangle
Have you discovered Zentangle? If you have – come and join
us. If not – come see what it’s all about.
The second Wednesday of every month from 10 – 4

Hospice Helpers

This group meets monthly to work on quilts for Oaklawn
Hospital’s Hospice program. Some cut, some sew and others
put on binding or pick up a kit. Come and join them if you
can.
The third Tuesday every month from noon to 4
Hospice can always use more help…what can you do?

Appliqué Circle…Joyce

Kari Ruedisale is continuing to pick up and deliver
quilts at 11:00 on the fifth of every month unless it
falls on a weekend. Please come in early enough to
complete the paperwork.
If you can’t make it that day, Drop off your quilt,
backing & batting (purchased here) along with the
paperwork and deposit. Kari will pick it up for you.
Overall designs have a 1 month turnaround, expect
longer for custom work.

Joyce loves appliqué and invites others who feel the same
way to join her. Bring your own project and stitch for the
day.
This is often a big group and they have a wonderful time.
Come join the fun!
The third Wednesday of every month from 10 –4

Regular Hours
Mon.-Sat. 10 - 5
Sun. 12-4

BLOCK from Missouri Star Quilts

Closed Nov. 27 & 28
Dec. 24 & 25

There has been so much interest in the Missouri Star Quilt
Company that Kathy has offered to lead a group to make
the patterns in BLOCK magazine.
This is Ladies Luncheon
from issue 3 and Kathy
is currently working on
a pattern from issue 4.
Pick your pattern and
precuts and sew!

The fourth Wednesday of every month from 10-4
$5.00/month
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